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FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF 5-SPLINES AND
FUNDAMENTAL SPLINES

FOR CARDINAL HERMITE INTERPOLATIONS

s. l. lee

Abstract. Using the exponential Hermite Euler splines we compute the

Fourier transforms of the ß-splines and fundamental splines for Cardinal

Hermite Interpolation, introduced by Schoenberg and Sharma and Lipow

and Schoenberg respectively.

Introduction. Let n, r be positive integers such that n > 2r — 1. The class

S„, of cardinal splines of degree n with integer knots of multiplicity r consists

of functions S(x) which are polynomials of degree n in each of the intervals

[v, v + 1] (v = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • ) and belong to class C"r(-oo, oo). The

Cardinal Hermite Interpolation Problem (C.H.I.P.) was first considered by P.

Lipow and I. J. Schoenberg [1] whose main result states that for any set of r

bi-infinite sequences (y¡;s>) (s = 0, 1.r — 1) such that

(1) yís)= 0(\y\Y)        (s = 0, 1,_r - 1) for some y > 0,

there is a unique S2m_¡(x) G ^2m_,r such that

(2) ■S,2(m-i(*') = yls)       (s - 0, 1.r - 1) for all integers v.

Furthermore,  the spline  52m_,(x) is given  by  the  Hermite  interpolation

formula

r-\        oo

(3) Slm_l(x) = 2    2   yïs)L2m.^s(x-V),
5 = 0  !■= - 00

where the fundamental splines L2m_Xrs(x) (s = 0, 1.r - 1) are uniquely

determined by the conditions

(4) ÍL|á-i(,»-0       (p = 0,l,...,r- 1)    V integers , * 0

1 ¿2m- i,r,s(°) " ô (P' i)>    K-ronecker delta.

Subsequently, Schoenberg and Sharma [11] introduced the fi-splines A^x)

(s = 0,1, . . . , r - 1) which belong to the space S^.^,. = {5(x) G S2m_lr:

5,(p)(j') = 0 (p = 0,1, ...,r— 1, p ^ s) V integers v), have support in

( — (m - r + 1), (m - r + 1)) and satisfy the interpolatory properties

W/.A _ Í C, (e - -(m - r),. ï![(m - r))
(5) AT(") = ,

0    otherwise,

where C„ are the coefficients of the monic reciprocal polynomials
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(6)

2m — 2r

n2m_,,r(A)=  2 c,_lm-,yX'     (co>0).
v = 0

One of the most important properties of the ß-splines (see [2], [11]) asserts

that every Six) E SJ£_i. admits a unique representation of the form

(7) Six)-    2   atN,(x- v).

For the case r = 1, the corresponding interpolation problem, called the

Cardinal Interpolation Problem (C.I.P.) dates back to the first paper on spline

functions of I. J. Schoenberg [6] and has been extensively studied by him in

several recent works (see [7], [8], [10]). The theory of C.I.P. (the case r = 1) is

very much enriched by the help of the Fourier transforms of the 5-splines

and fundamental splines (see [5], [6], [7], [12], [13]) viz.

(8)

(9)

where

(10)

N0(x) =
(2m - 1)!

-2m- 1,i,o(*)
J_
277

2tt /:

2 sin w/2
du.

«2m(w)
du.

1
00

an(u) =     2
*=-oc  (« + 2-ttk]

The purpose of this paper is to compute Fourier transforms of the funda-

mental splines L2m_x rs(x) and 5-splines Ns(x) for the general C.H.I.P. This

is achieved with the help of the exponential Hermite Euler splines introduced

in [3]. More precisely, we shall prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1. The Fourier integral representations of the fundamental splines

are given by

.   .       ("'Y   r    luxHrAa2mju))

(H) lm      7-oo nrVa2m(U))

(s = 0,1,.. M

where Hr(an) denotes the Hankel determinant given by

(12) BriO.)-

n- I 3„-2

*n-r+\        "n-r

An-r+\

Jn-2r + 2

and Hrsia2miu)) is obtained from //r(a2m(w)) by replacing the is + l)i7i column

is = 0,1, ...,/• — 1) by the column vector

(\/u2m, \/u2m-\ . .., \/u2m-r+x)T.

Theorem 2. The Fourier integral representations of the B-splines are given by
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K(m,r)    ,00 / u ,2m
(13) Ns(x) = (~i)s ~-^- j_j"* (2 sin  I )    HrJa2m(u)) du

where

,14,      -,       .      , (,+ 1)(2m-l)!(2m-2)!  ■•■   (2m - Q!
(14) K(m,r) = (-\) -V. 21  ■ ■ ■   (r - 1)!-

In §1 we give the preliminaries required to prove Theorems 1 and 2, while

in the last section we mention a formula to approximate the Fourier trans-

form of a given function.

1. Preliminaries. The tool for our computations of the Fourier transforms

(11) and (13) are the exponential Hermite Euler splines Snrsix; X) is = 0,

1, ...,/- - 1) defined by

(1.1)      Í Sw(x; X) = Am„(x; X)/Hr(A„(0; A)/«! )       (0 < x < 1)    and

[Sw(x + \;X) = XSw(x;X)   V real x,

where

An.rAX'< A)

<4„(0;X) A„.,+ i(0;\) A„(x;\) A„_,_,(0;\)                     ,4„_, + i(0;X)

n\ (n - s + 1)! n\ \n - s - 1)! ' ' '         (n - r + 1)!

■4„-l(0;X) /(„_,((>; X) /l„_|(x;X) ^„_,_2(0; M                         /4„-,(0; X)

(/i - 1)! (ti - i)! (« - 1)! (n - s - 2)! ''"             (n - r)!

A„_r+¡(0;\) A„_r_s + 1(0;\)        A„_r+i(x;\)       /.„_,_,((>; X) ¿.-2,+2(n: À)

(n - r + 1)! (n - r - i + 2)! (n - r + 1)! (n - r - j)!        ' ' '        (n - 2r + 2)!

and An(x; X) are the exponential Euler polynomials (see [9]). Furthermore

Snrs(x; X) satisfy the following interpolatory conditions (see [3]):

(12) lS%U"^) = 0 (p = 0,1,..., r - I, p*s) and
{ S<<Uv, X) = A' (v = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . ).

We shall also need the following relation given in [4]:

,.i   ,    ,v,     , C(n,r)UnAX)
r/2l + (r-l)(n+l)        V    '     >     "<ry-   '

(A- \y-r*

where  C(n,  r) = 1!   2! •••(/• - !)!/»!(« - 1)! • • • (n - r + 1)!,  and

nnr(A) are given by (6).

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the bounded exponential Hermite Euler

splines S2m_Xrs(x; e'u) for 0 < w < 27r if r is even and —7r<w<77ifris

odd. Following Schoenberg it is easy to show that the functions

(1.3) H,(A„(0; X)/n\ ) = (-!)'

(2.1)

JZ   f  "Sim- U (X; ̂  ) rf"       (r eVen)
¿tt J0

1      /"'7
j- \    s2m-\,r,s(x'>e'")du     (r odd)

■ÏÏ  _„
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are spline functions belonging to ?2m-i,r- Furthermore, these functions

satisfy (4) in view of the interpolating conditions S^^ifAf, e'u) = e'"u and

S2m-\,r,Âv'' e'") = 0 (p = 0, I, . . . , r - 1, p ^ s) for all integers v. Hence, for

s = 0,1, ... ,r - I,

(2.2) L2m„lr>J(x) =

TZ f *S2m_Ur,s(x;e™)du    (reven)
¿TT  Jq

kfiS^tfrin.*!")*   ('•odd)-
1

27.   .

Using the expansion

/i„(x;e'") » e2m**

"• £=-oo    ("*  +  2í7/Cí)

(2.3)
(0 < x < 1)

(see [9]), it follows from (1.1) that

(2-4)       Sa-u.Oc;**>-*" -(-0'  2   ^TTEnïÇP
A =-oo /ïrl"2m,M))

where A2mitf(x; «) is obtained from Hr(a2m(u)) by replacing the ith column

by the column vector

1 1 1

(U   +  2TTk)2m (u   +  27Tk)2m-X (U   +  2v7A-)2m"r+1

Substituting (2.3) into (2.2) and performing a change of variable after

interchanging the order of integration and summation we obtain (11).

Remark. When r = 1 (in which case í can take only the value zero),

Hx0(a2m(u)) = u~2m and so (11) reduces to (9).

3. Proof of Theorem 2. From (3) and (5) we can write

(m-r)

*,(*)-       2       CvL2m_hr,s(x - v),
v=-(m-r)

and using (11), after some simplifications, we obtain

(—i)s   r<x> H,,(a-,m(u))

(3.1)    Ns(x) = -j^(    e-""-^Yl2m_Ur(e'")e'"x   „,       ,,,    du.
¿TT    J_x nr(a2m(u))

Using (1.3), we can write

n2m_1,^'u) = (-l)lr/2] + m(r+l)K(m,r)(e'» - lj*r\(Am(0; >)/iij )".

Then using expansion (2.3) we obtain

(em - I)2"

(3-2) n2m_,,r(Ó = (-02m^(m, r)-—-Hr(a2m(u)),

where K(m, r) is given by (14). Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain (13).

Remark. When r » 1 (in which case s = 0), (13) reduces to (8).
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4. An approximation of Fourier transform. Let/(x) be (2m - r + 1) times

continuously differentiable and f(s)(x) E L,(R) (s = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1). Using

the same method as Silliman [13] it is possible to obtain a formula to

approximate the Fourier transform

(4-1) F(u)=l     e,uxf(x)dx.
J — oo

Indeed, let S2m_x(x) be the unique solution of the C.H.I.P. to the data

{/w(")} (s - 0, 1,. . ., r - 1). Then

oc        r— 1

(4.2) s2m_,(*)-  2   2 Z'V)^*-,.,>-")•
C= -00   S = Q

Using Theorem 1, the Fourier transform of S2m_x(x) is given by

(4-3)   i"0 S2m_Áx)e- dx= g (- If ^(;21^     S    /«(>)«-.

which serves as an approximation to F(w). We can write

/•oo r_1 HrJa?m(u))      °°

(4.4)     f    «*?(*)*- S (-')'    "¡at"    2   /«>(*)**"+*,(")

were Äy(w) is the error term.
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